Fragile X syndrome, Fragile X-associated primary ovarian insufficiency, and Fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome
=======================================================================================================================

Fragile X syndrome (FXS, OMIM 300624), fragile X-associated primary ovarian insufficiency (FXPOI), and fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome (FXTAS, OMIM 300623) are three fragile X-associated disorders (FXDs), all caused by changes in *FMR1* (fragile X mental retardation 1) gene.

Fragile X syndrome
------------------

The FXS is the most common cause of inherited intellectual disability with an estimated incidence of 1 in 4000 males^[@bib1]^ and 1 in 5000--8000 females. Affected males present with mild to severe mental retardation with delay in language acquisition and/or behavioural problems being often the presenting symptoms. In addition to cognitive deficits, the FXS phenotype includes mild dysmorphic features (large everted ears and coarse elongated face) and macroorchidism established around puberty. Behavioural disturbances including attention-deficit, hyperactivity, or autistic-like behaviour can often be observed and around 30% of boys with FXS meet criteria for autism. Approximately 50% of female carriers of the disease causing mutation will have mild to moderate mental disabilities.

Because clinical symptoms are neither specific, nor constant, testing for fragile X mutation is usually part of the basic genetic assessment in the case of males or females who present with developmental delay, mental disabilities, and/or behavioural problems.

Carrier detection and prenatal diagnosis are other reasons for referral.

Fragile X-associated primary ovarian insufficiency
--------------------------------------------------

Another indication for testing is the occurrence of premature ovarian insufficiency (POI) in a female, especially in cases of familial POI. On the basis of a review of several studies,^[@bib2]^ 21% of female premutation carriers will have POI leading to an onset of menopause before 40 years of age (ie, premature ovarian failure, POF), which is significantly higher when compared with only 1% in the general population. As a group, females carrying a premutation present with a mean age at menopause \~5 years earlier than for females in the general population.^[@bib3]^ Around 14% of families with familial POF and 2.3% of women with sporadic POF have a premutation.^[@bib4],\ [@bib5],\ [@bib6]^ An elevated follicle-stimulating hormone level and an erratic menstrual function, without an otherwise known cause, are also reasons for referral before 40 years of age since they are the forerunners of a primary ovarian insufficiency leading to a POF.^[@bib7]^

Fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome
-------------------------------------------

A possible indication is a late onset neurodegenerative disorder found among some male and female carriers of the premutation.^[@bib8],\ [@bib9],\ [@bib10],\ [@bib11],\ [@bib12],\ [@bib13]^ This disorder is termed FXTAS and is characterized by intention tremor and cerebellar ataxia, as well as cognitive decline or impairment, peripheral neuropathy, Parkinsonism, and urinary and bowel incontinence. FXTAS is not only defined by clinical and molecular criteria but also by neuroradiological and neuropathological criteria. MRI findings show increased signals in the middle cerebellar peduncle and the deep white matter of the cerebellum. Testing for FMR1 premutation status should be performed for individuals over 50 years old who have symptoms consistent with FXTAS.^[@bib11]^

Molecular genetic defects in FXS, FXPOI, and FXTAS, and transmission
====================================================================

The gene *FMR1*, located in Xq27.3, has 17 exons spanning 39 kb of genomic DNA. It encodes an RNA-binding protein termed FMRP.^[@bib14],\ [@bib15],\ [@bib16]^ Different pathogenic mechanisms are thought to underlie the three fragile X-associated disorders.^[@bib17]^

*FMR1* has a polymorphic CGG repeat in its 5\'-untranslated region (UTR),^[@bib14],[@bib15],[@bib18]^ in which mutations are responsible for most of the FXS cases and for all FXPOI and FXTAS cases ([Supplementary Figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The CGG repeat may be 'pure\' or interspersed with 1--4 AGGs in its 5\' region. There is a threshold for major instability, leading to an increase/expansion in the CGG repeat number. This instability is thought to depend on the number of consecutive uninterrupted CGG repeats.^[@bib19],\ [@bib20],\ [@bib21]^

**The disease-causing mutations** are ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [Supplementary Table 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): The premutation is an allele containing 55 to ∼200 CGG repeats, without abnormal methylation of the neighbouring CpG island and promoter, responsible for FXPOI in females and FXTAS in males and females. It has been shown that the premutation leads to overexpression and toxicity as well as a non-AUG translation of the FMR1 mRNA in FXTAS.^[@bib22],\ [@bib23],\ [@bib24]^ The probability of developing FXPOI increases with increasing repeat size up to 100 CGGs, but thereafter the risk becomes stable or even decreases,^[@bib3],[@bib25],\ [@bib26],\ [@bib27]^ whereas in FXTAS the penetrance is related to increasing age and size.^[@bib28],\ [@bib29],\ [@bib30]^ Other phenotypes have been described in male premutation carriers, including autism spectrum disorder and attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder symptoms, as well as developmental delay. However, these data need to be confirmed by larger studies before they are used in diagnostic setting.The full mutation is characterized by an allele size of over ∼200 CGG repeats, and associated abnormal methylation of the repeat, the neighbouring CpG island, and the gene promoter, thereby leading to a deficiency of *FMR1* mRNA and thus FMRP, responsible for 99% of the reported FXS cases.^[@bib31]^ All males and \~50% of females with full mutations are affected with FXS, females generally less severely than males.^[@bib32]^

In adult tissues, the full mutation is mitotically stable when methylated.^[@bib33],[@bib34]^ But in the early embryo, before methylation, fully expanded repeats experience mitotic instability frequently leading to size mosaicism.^[@bib35]^

Mosaicism associating full mutation and premutation alleles (MoMP) is also not uncommon.

As established by different studies performed on male patients, other mosaic combinations can be observed: MoMN^[@bib36],[@bib37]^ (Mosaicism for full Mutation and Normal alleles) or MoMPN genotype (Mosaicism for full Mutation, Premutation, and Normal alleles). In these cases, the normal sized alleles are usually in a lower percentage when compared with the other(s). Two laboratories calculated the frequency of the MoMN and the MoMPN as being 1% of all FXS males. In retrospective studies of 300 male carriers of a full mutation detected by Southern blot, a faint signal within or near the normal range was detectable in 30 of these patients, and PCR analysis detected a signal in the normal range for 3 out of these 30 patients, that is, 1% in 300 total (V Biancalana\'s data). In a prospective study of over 15 years using both Southern blot and PCR analyses, 3 cases of MoMN have been detected on a cohort encompassing 220 male carriers of a full mutation (D Glaeser\'s data).

Some individuals carry in their lymphocytes alleles \>200 repeats that are completely or partially unmethylated (methylation mosaic: MoMe). Some of them have been reported to show a moderate or normal phenotype ('high-functioning\' fragile X males).^[@bib38],[@bib39]^ Other rare loss-of-function variations, such as substitutions^[@bib40],[@bib41]^ or deletions of all or part of *FMR1* have also been reported to cause the FXS, including a hot spot for deletions that occurred in the context of an expanded allele in *FMR1* exon 1.^[@bib42],\ [@bib43],\ [@bib44],\ [@bib45],\ [@bib46],\ [@bib47],\ [@bib48],\ [@bib49],\ [@bib50]^ There are gene variant public databases for the disease, in which it is important to share gene variants: the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) and the locus-specific database (LOVD).

Instability of the CGG repeats and pattern of inheritance
---------------------------------------------------------

Mutations affecting the polymorphic CGG repeat are dynamic in that they change the stability of the repeat in both somatic and germ cells, upon their mitotic proliferation, thereby favouring expansion of the repeat over generations. Contractions into another allele\'s class are very rare,^[@bib51],\ [@bib52],\ [@bib53],\ [@bib54],\ [@bib55]^ *it is recommended to control by sequence analysis that the CGG repeat flanking sequences are not deleted in the case where the possible pathological impact needs to be evaluated*.

Premutations are unstable and, when transmitted by a female, have a risk of expanding to a full mutation. This risk of transition is strongly dependent on the size of the maternal premutation, and is above 98% for alleles with \>100 repeats.^[@bib56],\ [@bib57],\ [@bib58],\ [@bib59]^ The smallest described allele that underwent transition to a full mutation in a single generation is 56 CGG repeats without any AGG interruption.^[@bib60]^ In the lower range of premutation, AGG structure and length of the 3\' uninterrupted CGG array may be considered to better estimate the risk. Full mutations when transmitted by a female usually remain in the full mutation range. *Prenatal diagnosis should be offered to women with 55 repeats and above.*

*Prenatal testing is not indicated for the pregnant partner of a male with a premutation* since only transmission of premutations have been reported in all the numerous daughters of such fathers, with some exceptional cases of contraction to an allele in intermediate or normal range, but in no case has there been an expansion to a full mutation. Although a male with a full mutation is expected to transmit premutated *FMR1* alleles to all his daughters based on the study of the sperm of four male carriers of a full mutation,^[@bib61]^ it has only been confirmed at the molecular level in very few daughters.^[@bib62],\ [@bib63],\ [@bib64],\ [@bib65]^ There is, however, some controversy on the level of methylation of the large expansion found in the lymphocytes of the daughter of a male with a mosaic premutation and full mutation (MoMP).^[@bib66],[@bib67]^ This controversy is due to the fact that the CGG repeat, regardless of its size, is always methylated on the inactive X chromosome. *Prenatal testing may be considered for a female fetus of a full mutation father as a cautionary measure (full mutation or MoMP or MoMe).*

The full mutations arise from premutations only and the premutations likely arise from large normal alleles. In the context of genetic counselling it is required to determine the significance of an allele under 55 CGGs, related to the risk of expansion in the next generation.

It has been proposed in previous EMQN guidelines (2006) to distinguish alleles likely to be stable with no need of genetic counselling (normal allele in the range of 6--49 CGGs) from alleles at the boundaries of normal alleles and premutation alleles with recommendation for genetic counselling (intermediate or grey-zone allele in the range of 50--54 CGGs). In this update, taking into account new data from the literature, we propose to use the same allele range definition for normal allele as the one used in several other guidelines^[@bib68],\ [@bib69],\ [@bib70],\ [@bib71]^ and based on the instability of the allele, that is, normal allele up to 44 CGGs and intermediate alleles from 45 to 54 CGGs.

It is known that alleles under 55 CGGs can show some instability upon transmission:

A study on 430 maternal transmissions in the general population has shown that \<1% unstable transmissions for alleles \<45 CGGs.^[@bib72]^

There is an increasing likelihood for unstable transmissions with increasing repeat size.

Alleles in the 45--54 CGG range may show some instability, including expansion to a full mutation in two generations, although they have not been observed to expand to full mutations in only one generation: An allele with 52 CGGs interspersed with two AGGs has been reported to expand to a full mutation in two generations through a 56 uninterrupted CGG repeat in one family.^[@bib60]^ In a second family, a grandmother of two boys presenting with a full mutation was a carrier of a 45 uninterrupted CGG repeat allele whereas her two daughters were carriers of 80 and 90 CGG repeats, respectively.^[@bib73]^ In a third family, another allele containing 44 CGGs is thought to have expanded to a full mutation in two generations through a 61 CGG repeat, although in this case, the possibility of mosaicism associated with this 44 CGG allele was not ruled out.^[@bib74]^On a study performed on 1112 maternal transmissions,^[@bib59]^ 9% of 55 alleles in the 45--49 CGG range were transmitted with instability but remained in the 45--49 range, whereas 26% of 51 alleles in the 50--54 CGG range were transmitted with instability, with 5 expanding into the premutation range. Further studies have shown that lower risk estimates for full mutation expansion may be appropriate for women identified as premutation carrier through routine screening, compared with women related to a premutation or full mutation carrier.^[@bib75]^ The number of AGG interruptions and the length of uninterrupted CGG repeats at the 3\' end are correlated with repeat instability on transmission, and their characterization may allow more accurate risk estimates of repeat instability and expansion to full mutations for intermediate and small premutation alleles.^[@bib21],[@bib76]^

As a conclusion, alleles in the 45--54 range have not been shown to confer a risk of FXS in the very next generation but, particularly in the 50--54 range, they may show significant instability, meaning that untested asymptomatic family relatives may carry premutated alleles. *It is thus recommended to always propose genetic counselling to relatives in case of alleles above or equal to 50 CGGs.* In the range 45--49 the risk for instability is much lower and genetic counselling to relatives is linked to this risk. There are two additional types of data which may contribute to determine the stability of the allele. The first one is testing for AGG interspersion, but the usefulness of this data is not known for individual prediction at this time. The second point is the occurrence of larger alleles in relatives that would alert for a potential instability in case the allele in the 45--49 range share a common haplotype. *Alleles in the 45--49 range can be more precisely evaluated by familial analysis when detected in a healthy relative of an individual affected by (or suspected) of a fragile X disorder* who (may) carry an allele in the premutation or a full mutation range. In the context of screening in the general population in a healthy individual with no known family suspicion of FXD or in an affected individual, familial study may or may not be recommended, depending on local policy in different countries.

The term 'fragile X syndrome\' has been used to refer to the developmental disorder caused by CGG expansions and other *FMR1* mutations. However, in a small number of families, another fragile site has been linked to expansions at the nearby FRAXE locus of the *AFF2* (*FMR2*) gene. *AFF2* contains an unstable (CCG)n repeat whose expansions are responsible for a milder phenotype of non-syndromic mental impairment.^[@bib77],\ [@bib78],\ [@bib79]^

Molecular diagnostic analysis in FXS, FXPOI, and FXTAS
======================================================

The identification of the whole range of expansion requires an approach, which is able to accurately determine the number of repeats as well as the methylation status associated with the expanded allele.

There are different diagnostic procedures based on different combinations of techniques.

Both the clinical sensitivity and specificity are \>99% when using appropriate (combinations of) techniques (Eurogen test clinical utility gene cards: <http://www.eurogentest.org>).^[@bib80]^ *It is best practice to use a method which detects the whole range of expansions when testing relatives (including prenatal diagnosis) in a family with any known fragile X disorder due to expansion. When testing the FMR1 gene in population screening, the report must specify that rare cases of point mutation or deletion cannot be detected, nor rare cases of CGG expansion mosaicism (MoMN) if the method used cannot detect the whole range of expansions.*

*It could be useful to confirm results by an independent method when detecting an expansion in an index case depending on specific pitfalls of each method.*

Attention is drawn in these guidelines to the potential for misinterpretation due to the specific pitfalls of each method (Southern blot and PCR-based methods), and to the technical limitations of each protocol.

Although some tests can highlight an anomaly of the number of X chromosomes, it is not the purpose of *FMR1* testing. Patients may be tested by conventional karyotype or another method to rule out sex chromosome abnormalities.

Southern blot analysis
----------------------

Southern blot allows the identification of all expansions as well as the determination of the methylation status, when combined with a methylation-sensitive endonuclease. Accurate sizing of premutations requires the use of PCR. This is crucial to assess the risk of carrier females having children with FXS, and to distinguish between large normal, intermediate, and premutated alleles.

Southern blot analysis using a single enzyme (EcoRI with StB12.3, Ox1.9, pP2, or Pfxa7 which are equivalent probes) allows the detection of full mutations and large premutations, and is sufficient for testing of probands with learning difficulties ([Supplementary Figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, it is often combined with methylation analysis using a methylation-sensitive enzyme that offers a very good strategy in family studies to detect premutations, full mutations, and mosaic patterns.^[@bib81]^The need for radioactive handling can be avoided since a non-radioactive approach using a chemiluminescent probe is currently used in most of the laboratories.^[@bib82]^

When high quality Southern blots with appropriate controls are analysed, interpretation is straightforward. However, some situations can lead to misinterpretations: A full mutation can show up as a diffuse smear rather than as a single enlarged band due to heterogeneous array of *FMR1* alleles: such smear of expanded fragments can be very faint and easily overlooked in case of high background and/or weak signal. In females, a normal signal is always present. It can be useful to compare the intensity of this signal with the expected intensity in order to be as sure as possible that an additional weak signal is not missed. If an expansion is suspected but the smear is too blurred to be sure about, then cleaving with *Bgl*II (which gives a normal fragment size of \~12 kb) will compress the smear enough to make it easily detectable. A female with a faint smear may be used as a control. As the amount of DNA can vary, the intensity of bands has to be compared to know whether the normal bands are strong enough to exclude a faint smear. Ethidium bromide must be absent during electrophoresis to avoid artificial smears.^[@bib83]^When the methylation status is to be determined, *Eco*RI is combined with a methylation-sensitive enzyme such as *Eag*I or *Nru*I, which gives a fragment of \~2.8 kb from the normal, unmethylated *FMR1* gene. Methylated normal alleles are not cut by methylation-sensitive enzymes, and give rise to the normal 5.2-kb *Eco*RI fragment. Methylated and unmethylated expansions are indicated by the presence of bands and/or smears above 5.2 and 2.8 kb respectively. In premutation or full mutation females, non-random X-inactivation (seen by deviations from a 50:50 ratio between the methylated and unmethylated normal fragments) is an indication that an expansion or, rarely, a deletion of the *FMR1* gene on one X chromosome may be present. But skewed inactivation is not always associated with an expansion.In the methylation-sensitive digest, premutations are detected as fragments of 2.9 to about 3.3 kb in males and on the active X chromosome in females, whereas 5.3--5.7 kb fragments correspond to the premutation on the inactive X chromosome. Note that the *FMR1* promoter is fully methylated on normal inactive X chromosomes in females. X-inactivation methylation of premutations should not be misinterpreted as an indication of the presence of a methylated full mutation.It should be noted that in some female carriers of a premutation, skewed X inactivation can result in an atypical banding pattern (2.8 kb+expansion and 5.2 kb or 2.8 kb and 5.2 kb+expansion). Great care should be taken to ensure that the 2.8- and 5.2-kb bands are clearly aligned with the corresponding bands of the neighbouring tracks to exclude this possibility. It is good practice to place all female samples together to maximize the likelihood of detecting small migration changes. A control probe revealing a band of \<2.8 kb allows a check on the homogeneity of migration throughout the gel and is useful in cases of a small premutation and/or a premutation with skewed inactivation, and for the detection of migration artefacts (caused for example by inappropriate DNA extraction protocol, samples extracted from blood collected in Lithium Heparin tubes, or sample overloading). Such a probe, StA22 associated with StB12.3, is freely available.^[@bib84]^A partial digestion may well be mistaken for a mutated (expanded) fragment.^[@bib85]^ A useful marker to control for this is the co-migration of a size marker or, alternatively, comparison of the patterns in question with the results from an actual partial digest (fragments resulting from an incomplete *Eco*RI digest have around 6.5, 9, and 10 kb, and a 4.1-kb fragment appears also in *Eag*I-*Eco*RI incomplete digestion when using StB12.3 or equivalent probe).There are single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) creating or destroying restriction enzyme sites and thereby potentially mimicking an expansion or a deletion of the *FMR1*.^[@bib86],\ [@bib87],\ [@bib88],\ [@bib89],\ [@bib90]^ Such a case can be highlighted by analysis with other methods especially by sequencing the potential SNP\'s site.

PCR analysis
------------

Compared with Southern blot, the PCR test is more rapid and easy to use but its approach encounters particular technical difficulties since the amplification of large CG-rich fragments is a laborious task. The study of the methylation pattern associated with an expansion is also a challenge.

Since the first PCR test described by Fu *et al*,^[@bib15]^ several methods have been published that detect alleles in the normal range and up to the full mutation range: for example, conventional PCR across the CGG repeat using flanking primers, PCR test combined with Southern blot followed by probe detection,^[@bib91]^ methyl sensitive PCR (MS-PCR),^[@bib92]^ triplet-repeat primed PCR (TP-PCR) or triplet-repeat primed-methyl sensitive PCR (TP-MS-PCR).^[@bib93],\ [@bib94],\ [@bib95],\ [@bib96],\ [@bib97]^ Commercial kits using such methods (Abbott (Chicago, IL, USA), Asuragen (Austin, TX, USA), Perkin Elmer (Waltham, MA, USA), etc) as well as a methylation sensitive-MLPA method (MRC-Holland, in male samples) are available. As a consequence, many laboratories use as a first test the conventional PCR with a threshold of detection in the premutation range, and only proceed to another method, which is able to detect the whole range of expansion, in case of need, that is, with samples that fail to amplify (males) or show a single normal sized PCR product (homozygous normal females, representing around 18% of females).

Some situations can lead to misinterpretations when using PCR approaches, some being general pitfalls and others being specific to the PCR techniques: The gender of the individual and the possible occurrence of an abnormal karyotype (eg, XXX, XXY, and XXYY) should be kept in mind when interpreting a PCR result on X chromosomes.PCR primers, including those from commercial kits, should be checked regularly that they do not bind to a sequence where a new SNP has been found, such an SNP could lead to false-negative results when associated with an expansion.An internal control is important to distinguish a non-amplifiable allele with a probable expansion from an unsuccessful PCR. PCR for *FMR1* can usefully be duplexed with PCR for *AFF2,* ^[@bib78]^ which provides an internal control with a similar GG content, but this strategy should be discussed with local clinicians before use to ensure they are aware that the test will also detect *AFF2* expansions.One possible concern about using PCR for fragile X diagnostics is that affected males who are mosaic for normal and full mutations might be missed (MoMN individuals), as the PCR would only amplify the normal allele. A 49-bp tandem duplication adjacent to the triplet repeat in *FMR1* has been described in the Finish population^[@bib98]^ that affects annealing of the primers commonly used in the molecular analysis of the CGG repeat by PCR. One concern is that a female with an expansion and a variant allele may be genotyped as normal as a result of the two PCR products generated by the variant. A false 'expansion\' positive case has been reported and shown to be caused by a 5-bp deletion preventing primer annealing and leading to an apparent null allele while the CGG repeat was in the normal range.^[@bib99]^A false-negative result arising from repeat-flanking deletions has been reported using a 3\' TP-PCR assay in DMPK gene study^[@bib100],[@bib101]^ and it has been suggested to use an approach that combines 5\' and 3\' TP-PCR to minimize the incidence of such false-negative result.^[@bib102]^By measurement of the CGG repeat size, it may be difficult to distinguish a large premutation from a small full mutation (in the range of 200 repeats ±30). In such cases, determination of the methylation status is of great importance: premutations are not methylated on active X chromosomes whereas full mutations usually are.The interpretation of an MS-PCR strategy that combines repeat length and methylation analysis of the *FMR1* promoter or CGG repeat may be tricky in a female with a full mutation due to the presence of the methylated inactive normal X chromosome.

Indirect diagnosis
------------------

Indirect diagnosis with microsatellite markers is useful in very rare cases where confirmation of results is required by familial segregation analysis. A list of useful markers is set out in [Supplementary Table 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Although very rare, gene conversion, recombination events, and reduction in full mutation to premutated or even normal alleles have been described, and have to be considered in an indirect diagnosis.^[@bib51],\ [@bib52],\ [@bib53],\ [@bib54],\ [@bib55],[@bib81],[@bib103],\ [@bib104],\ [@bib105]^ The possibility of microsatellite instability or of a 'null\' or 'cryptic\' allele (as described for DXS548^[@bib53]^) should also be taken into consideration.

FMRP immunohistochemistry
-------------------------

Tests for the presence or absence of the *FMR1* protein (FMRP) have been developed using immunohistochemistry.^[@bib106]^ Validated postnatal applications include blood smears for males and hair roots for both sexes. The test has been reported in the study of some fetuses but it has not been fully validated due to limited availability of material. Logistic considerations are the major reasons for not making widely use of the FMRP test in diagnostic laboratories. Thus, the FMRP test is mainly used for the assessment of difficult cases (ie, patients with suggestive clinical phenotype but no expansion). An FMRP assay has been developed for dried blood spots as an alternative technique for newborn or population screening in male.^[@bib107]^

Prenatal diagnosis in FXS
-------------------------

Prenatal diagnosis using chorionic villi and/or culture, amniotic fluid cells, and/or culture or blood samples are possible depending on physician performing the procedure and patient preference considering that (1) The use of a methylation-sensitive method is not suitable for early prenatal diagnosis because the methylation of a full mutation is not always present in DNA from chorionic villi,^[@bib108]^ whereas it is established after the 14th week of pregnancy (true fetal age, it refers to the length of pregnancy from the time of conception). Also, in contrast to lymphocytes and amniocytes, the *FMR1* gene is not methylated on the inactive X chromosome in the chorionic villi of female fetuses, (2) In most cases, the sizing of the expansion is sufficient to determine the genotype and the study on chorionic villi allows to reassure or to realize a possible therapeutic abortion at an early stage in the pregnancy, (3) The risk of miscarriage may be lower on amniotic fluid cells sampling, and (4) A test on amniotic fluid cells may be offered for confirmation in cases where a premutation has been found in chorionic villi DNA to detect or exclude a possible somatic mosaicism with a full mutation, in particular in case of great instability upon maternal transmission and/or large premutation allele, but no discrepancy has been reported in case the two tissues were analysed. An unique prenatal diagnosis on amniotic fluid cells could thus be favoured in case the risk of passing a full mutation is low (eg, when the mother is a carrier of a small premutation or the father is a carrier of a full mutation or a mosaic MoMP or MoMe), (5) If a signal in the large premutation/small full mutation range is detected on a DNA sample from chorionic villi, then determination of the methylation status is critical for distinction between the two classes of mutations, and in these rare cases a methylation-sensitive approach should be done on a DNA sample from amniotic fluid cells (at a time when full mutation methylation is to be expected) to give a definitive result.

In prenatal testing, analysis of DNA from the mother is also required to exclude maternal cell contamination in the fetal sample which can lead to a false diagnosis, especially with the CGG PCR techniques. The point being that the technique used to exclude maternal cell contamination must be as sensitive as the CCG PCR test. Maternal contamination can be checked with a panel of highly informative microsatellites markers in either the X chromosome or the autosomes (several very sensitive commercial kits are available).

The determination of the gender of the fetus using karyotyping or another method should be routinely carried out in parallel with fragile X testing on the prenatal sample.

Technical protocols
===================

Quality assurance framework
---------------------------

The techniques used should be validated in-house with appropriate sample types and numbers. If CE-marked IVD kits are used, then in-house verification should be performed.

It is essential to include size markers in all types of fragile X analysis. The most useful markers are those which sizes lie at the borders of the different allele ranges. Using PCR, the conversion of base pairs, measured from the marker bands, into repeat units might not be linear, due to the high contents of C and G of the fragments which may lead to mobility shift due to structure formation of the amplicons. The CGG repeat size should be determined by means of an allelic ladder (genotyped by sequence analysis or by using validated controls, such as those available from Coriell, ATCC, etc). A WHO Certified Reference panel of five genomic DNA is available from NIBSC (UK).^[@bib109]^

Laboratories reporting fragile X testing results should participate annually at least in external quality assessment. It is recommended that testing laboratories are accredited to international standards, for example, ISO 15189 or equivalent.

Interpretation and reporting
============================

*The reasons for referral should be restated* with a clear distinction between diagnostic testing (FXS, FXTAS, or FXPOI), carrier testing (FXS), and prenatal diagnosis (FXS). The title of the report should reflect the reason for referral.

*The report should indicate the gene (FMR1 and Accession number) and give data about the relevant allele\'s range classes with reference source.*

Nomenclature: HGVS\' nomenclature can be used but this must be in addition to an essential worded explanation describing the number of CGGs (eg, premutation, full mutation, etc) taking into account that fragile-X tri-nucleotide repeat is known as the CGG repeat, but based on the HGVS\' rule that for all descriptions the most 3\' position possible should be arbitrarily assigned the repeat has to be described as a GGC repeat. On the basis of the coding DNA reference sequence (GenBank NM_002024.4), c.-128GGC(79) describes the presence of an extended GGC-repeat of exactly 79 units and c.-128GGC(1000) describes the presence of an extended GGC-repeat of about 1000 units (the '()\' is used to indicate uncertainties).

*The technique used should be clearly indicated* (Southern blot, PCR, TP-PCR, etc) with the reference of the publication which described it and the reference of the kit and the provider in such case.

*A statement of the limitations/sensitivity of the technique(s) used should appear clearly in the conclusion section of the molecular diagnosis report.* Whenever an exact number of the CGGs is reported it should be accompanied by a statement of the testing laboratory\'s accuracy of sizing.

Some laboratories perform 'pre-screening\' tests with a method which is not able to detect the whole range of expansions. If such a test is inconclusive, then a preliminary report can be issued that should provide information about the test\'s allele range of detection (ie, report the possibility of the presence of an expansion above the sensitivity of the test used) and should report that a complementary analysis has to be done to determine the actual genotype (possibility of PCR failure, determination of the size range of the allele).

When a repeat sized around 200 CGGs is found and methylation testing has not been done or is not conclusive, the laboratory should not decide whether this is a premutation or a full mutation, but must consider both (in order to not give incomplete/wrong advice to the consultant (or 'referring clinician\')).

When the genotype is determined, although local policy can vary with regard to reporting, suggested items to be included in the report are set out in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, depending upon the reason for referral.

Concluding remarks
==================

These guidelines are based on the knowledge acquired from peer reviewed and published data, as well as observations of the authors in their practice (MoMN\'s data) and experience in the EMQN EQA for FXS, FXPOI, and FXTAS. These guidelines can only provide a snapshot of current knowledge at the time of manuscript submission. Readers are advised to keep up with the literature.

The first version of the guidelines was established at the EMQN Best Practice Meeting, held 23--24 November 2001 in Strasbourg, France, and updated again in January 2006. This new update occurred in December 2013 after distribution of the revised version to participants of the FRAX EQA. We would like to acknowledge following people for carefully reading the manuscript and providing useful comments and additional information: D Barton, D Bodmer, N Canson, C Clabby, S Ceylaner *on behalf of the Turkish Medical Genetic Association*, I Delon, A DeSandre, A Ferlini *on behalf of the Italian Molecular Genetics working group (SIGU---A Murgia, A Mesoraca, C Gervasini, C Lapucci, MC Patrosso, F Gualandi, F Brancati, G Police, G Merla, G Sabbatini, I Sani, M Seia, M Neri, MA Melis, M Grasso, P Primignani, R Stuppia, S Russo, V Bizzarri)*, L Jenkins, W Just, P Johnels, P Jorge, T Kahre, J MacPherson, M Milà Recasens *on behalf of the Spanish expert groups working on Fragile X-associated Disorders, belonging to the AEGH---GIRMOGEN---CIBERER*, A Murray, M. Morris, K Piippo, JK Ploosvan Amstel, R Santos, H Sawyer, S Seneca, A Sharif, M Sweeney, E Voorhoeve *on behalf of the Dutch VKGL commission for quality control* and Y Wallis.
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###### Four classes of CGG repeat alleles

  *Number of repeats*                                             *Allele range*                          *Phenotype*                                                          *Stability*
  --------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  \<45 repeats The most common alleles contain 29 or 30 repeats   Normal (N)                              Normal                                                               Transition to a full mutated allele has never been reported. Extremely rare cases of minor changes in repeat number have been described
  45--54 repeats                                                  Intermediate or grey-zone allele (IA)   Normal                                                               Possible instability upon transmission. Very rare cases of expansion to a premutation have been described. Very rare cases of expansion to a full mutation have been described in two generations but not in one generation
  55 to ∼200 repeats without abnormal methylation                 Premutation (P)                         Risk of FXPOI for females. Risk of FXTAS for males and females       Unstable upon transmission and at risk to pass on a full mutation in one generation when transmitted by a female. This risk is proportional to the premutation size
  \>∼200 repeats with abnormal methylation                        Full mutation (M)                       Males are affected with FXS. ∼50% of females are affected with FXS    

Repeat range for normal, intermediate, premutation and full mutation alleles and stability. Potential inaccuracy in sizing should be born in mind when interpreting the results of repeat sizing. It is reasonable to accept a maximum error of ±5% of the total repeat size, eg, 50±2, 60±3, 80±4, 100±5; the laboratory should establish the accuracy of its test. All sized quoted should be qualified as 'approximately\' in the report, unless the number of repeats has been determined directly (eg, by sequence analysis or comparison with a sequenced control).

###### Suggested items to be included in the report based on the sections '**Molecular genetic defects in FXS, FXPOI, and FXTAS, and transmission\'** and '**Prenatal diagnosis in FXS\'**

  *Range: Number of repeats*                                                                                                       *Reason for referral*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Normal: \<45 repeats (the single allele for a male, or the two alleles for a female)                                             The FXS diagnosis is unlikely but not ruled out, possibility of other rare mutations such as point mutation or gene deletion (and depending on the method, possibility of undetected CGG expansion mosaicism)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               She/he is not a carrier of FXS caused by an expansion                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            The diagnosis of FXPOI or FXTAS is excluded (but depending on the method, possibility of undetected CGG expansion mosaicism is not ruled out)     The fetus is not affected with FXS caused by an expansion
  Intermediate alleles=grey-zone alleles: 45--54 repeats (the single allele for a male, or the larger allele for a female)         Suggested items to be included in the report are the same as in cases of normal genotype but: Referral to genetic counselling service for further family studies is recommended upon detection of alleles ≥50 CGGs in any cases, since these alleles might vary in size among different relatives, meaning that untested asymptomatic family relatives may carry premutated alleles In the range 45--49 repeats, an instability leading to a premutation is very rare. Further testing in relatives may contribute to determine the stability of the allele. When such an allele is found in a healthy relative of a patient carrier of a premutation or a full mutation, a familial study may be warranted to evaluate the possible link between the two alleles in the family. When such an allele is found in a healthy relative of a patient who may be affected with a fragile X disorder, it is recommended to propose testing of the affected patient. In all other cases, familial study may or may not be recommended, depending on local policy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  Premutation: 55 to ∼200 repeats without abnormal methylation (the single allele for a male, or the larger allele for a female)   The FXS diagnosis is unlikely but not ruled out (possibility of point mutation or gene deletion, and depending on the method, possibility of undetected CGG expansion mosaicism). There is also the possibility of tissue mosaicism, with full mutation being present in tissues other than blood.^[@bib102],[@bib103]^ Such an extremely rare event may be controlled by the analysis of another tissue                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    The patient is a carrier of FXS caused by an expansion *See below*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               The clinical symptoms of FXTAS or FXPOI may be attributable to a fragile X premutation (the clinical symptoms may also be due to another cause)   The fetus will not have/develop FXS Confirmation of a prenatal result by amniocentesis may be offered in cases where a premutation has been found in chorionic villi DNA to detect or exclude a possible somatic mosaicism with a full mutation, in particular in case of great instability upon maternal transmission and/or large premutation allele, but no discrepancy has been reported in case the two tissues were analysed
                                                                                                                                   The patient is a carrier of FXS caused by an expansion The risk for a female premutation carrier of transmitting the expansion is 50% and the risk for the maternal premutation to expand to full mutation is proportional to its size. The report should deliver information about the possibility of prenatal diagnosis for a female premutation carrier, and the risk for offspring to develop FXS. There is no risk for a male premutation carrier of having affected children but the report should state that his daughters have or will have a \>99% risk to inherit the premutation (rare event of contraction)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     The most important message is to give information on the carrier status and to recommend genetic counselling to the expected offspring at adulthood                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                   The patient is at risk for FXPOI (if female) and for FXTAS (if male or female). In case this is not the reason for referral, depending on local policy, information may or may not be included. If information and/or figures are given, they have to be up to date                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                   The report should mention an indication of genetic counselling for the family when applicable                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  Full mutation: \>∼200 repeats with abnormal methylation (the single allele for a male, or the larger allele for a female)        Report that the diagnosis of FXS caused by a full mutation is confirmed The risk for a female of transmitting her full mutation is 50%. Symptomatic females are generally less affected than males and it is not rare that they have children. The report should thus deliver information about the possibility of prenatal diagnosis, and mention the risk for future offspring, and give an indication for genetic counselling for possible children. In case the patient is a child, the report should strongly recommend a genetic counselling at adulthood As a male with a full mutation (or a mosaic MoMP or MoMe) rarely has children, information about this question is usually not included in the report. All his daughter(s) are expected to inherit a premutation but this statement is based on very limited data. If considered appropriate, prenatal diagnosis for a female fetus could be performed on amniotic fluid as a precaution                                                                                                     The patient is a carrier of FXS caused by an expansion Suggested items to be included in the report are the same as in case of referral for diagnostic setting but the report should *not* state that the 'diagnosis of FXS is confirmed\' (since this is not clinically suspected) but that the patient is a carrier of FXS Carrier testing is mostly done in females, but in case of a male carrier of a full mutation with a methylation mosaic (MoMe) one has to note that he may be very mildly or not affected by FXS. Information about prenatal testing is recommended for females and males planning to have children                                                                                                                                                     A male fetus with a full mutation will develop FXS A female fetus with a full mutation has an \~50% risk of being affected with FXS, which may be as severe as in full mutation males but is usually milder. No other tests are currently available to predict the future clinical status of a female fetus with a full mutation
                                                                                                                                   The report should mention the indication of genetic counselling for the mother of the patient (offering confirmatory carrier testing) and/or her family                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

The report should answer the clinical question in first instance, and then give all other relevant information.
